SECTION 5: CANDIDATE STATEMENT

Candidate Statement of Accomplishments and Objectives (3-5 pages)

For advice on the Candidate Statement, see the Guide to the Promotion Process: https://facultyaffairs.arizona.edu/content/guide-promotion-process. Candidates may also wish to consult the Guide to the Promotion Process for the revision of the University's promotion criteria that implements an “inclusive view of scholarship” https://facultyaffairs.arizona.edu/content/universitys-inclusive-view-scholarship.

Signed Statement by Candidate on the Tenure Track or Non-tenure Track
The candidate's signature should appear on the last page of Section 5 with the following statement: Sections 4 and 5 are true and accurate statements of my activities and accomplishments. I understand that misrepresentation in securing promotion and tenure may lead to dismissal or suspension under ABOR Policy 6-201 J.

Signed Statement by Candidate on the Continuing Status Track
The candidate's signature should appear on the last page of Section 5 with the following statement: Sections 4 and 5 are true and accurate statements of my activities and accomplishments. I understand that misrepresentation in securing continuing status and promotion may lead to dismissal or suspension under ABOR Policy 6-302 G.